
FASTER
Installed using the specifically designed  “J-Wack” 
knocker and the standard star picket driver.

STRONGER
Cad Designed, roll formed galvanized steel. 1200mm 
long, 86mm wide, 40mm deep & 2mm thick. 

SAFER
Specifically designed to prevent injury during 
installation.

A SOLUTION TO
BROKEN VINEYARD POSTS



VINPOST REPAIR

The VinPost repair is faster, stronger and easier to install. It will 
save you money!

Australian made galvanized steel and fixed into position with 
75mm hex head galvanized screws, VinPost pulls in neatly 
around the base of the broken pine post. VinPost Repair offers 
the vigneron the ability to quickly, safely and efficiently repair 
broken pine posts by reusing the existing pine post.

The CAD designed shape allows the VinPost Repair to fit snugly 
around 1/3 of the broken post. Its unique W Shape allows the 
wings to expand around larger diameter pine posts whilst 
pulling in snugly around thinner pine posts.  

VinPost Repair is installed with the specially engineered tool 
we call “J-Wack”. Made to last, J-Wack’s design allows it to 
hang from the slots on the spine of the VinPost Repair. This 
tool is engineered to withstand the impact of a 45 Joules 
Jackhammer. Patent Pending

D 40mm

W 86mm

FASTER
STRONGER
SAFER

PACKAGED FOR DELIVERY



COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

SPECIAL FEATURES

1200mm X 2mm Roll formed Australian made galvanized steel.

Cad Designed W shape with pointed tip.

Hugs snugly to the broken post.

Rolled wing tips to hide any sharp edges.

Multiple diagonal anchor holes for maximum post hold.

Installation slots allow the J-Wack to hang on the VinPost.

The J-Wack design allows the post to be driven into the ground 
without interfering with the vine or the existing trellising. 

Prevents injury during installation.

Seats together during transport that minimizes freight charges.

100% Australian Owned, Designed and Manufactured. 

FASTER
STRONGER
SAFER
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Proudly supporting the Australian Wine Industry

SCREWS
75mm internal hex head galvanized screws pull the broken 
post back against the VinPost Repair. The angle the screws 
enter the pine post provide maximum hold and will not pull 
out. They are available from VinPost directly.

Designed to grip the broken post, the VinPost offers far 
superior grip strength.

J-WACK INSTALLATION TOOL
The VinPost is driven 500-600mm into the ground, with 
the  “J-Wack” using a standard Jackhammer and a star 
picked driver attachment. The J-Wack is engineered 
from a single piece of 30mm steel plate. The hook plate 
and anvil are the wear points. These are made from laser 
cut Bisalloy steel. They are designed to be replaceable if 
required and are exclusively available from VinPost.

COMPONENTS




